
Druml and Nermoen changed places! 

Tomaz Druml from Austria 

took revenge, and stepped up 

to the top of the victory 

podium on the Sundays cross 

country race at Høydalsmo 

ski stadium. Jonas Nermoen 

stepped down to the third 

place. 

 

Because of the good run Tomaz made yesterday, and the good position he got after 

the jumping also yesterday, he had to accept to be the favorite of today’s run. 

He had a good feeling, conditions 

were rough but his skies were 

good. He knew it would be a 

tactical race an  d he had to get 

rid of some guys during the run.  

The first place today is the first this 

season for Tomaz. He has to work 

with his jumping shape, and he was 

wery pleased with the jumping 

result before this race.  In the new 

race at Rowaniemi next weekend 

he has to expect to be favorite.  

For next season Tomaz hope being 

among the top ten, but it’s many 

good competitors in Austria, so its 

hard to get in. 

Lukas Runggaldier caught the 

second plase at the race. He felt the 

jumping was good, but he got some 

bad points from the judges.  In the 

race he never stood a chance in 

beating Tomaz because he was too 

strong and  Lukas’s legs were getting 

stiff.  The guy who is first in the last 



curve is the one who is winning, says Lukas. 

Lukas has never been to Høydalsmo before, but says he has had a good time here. 

Lukas is travelling to Vikersund this weekend to try to get his first world cup points.  He 

sure would have been in Rowaniemi, but the team don’t have enough money to 

pay for the trip, so he will stay and wait for his team in Vikersund instead. He hopes 

the sun is shining in Vikersund.  

Jonas Nermoen caught the third place in this days race. He had a better distance, 

but the competition were rough and he knew he had to have good speed.  The 

short distance between the two races made him a bit tired, but all the way he was 

the 7.th best in the lap today.  

 


